
T3600 Basic Modular Conference Table

The T3600 Basic a mee ng room table with sea ng for 7, 
consis ng of sec ons 36FR + 36RR. It features interior 
storage for equipment and islands for accommoda ng your 
electronics, power grommets/cubby's custom cutouts. 
Islands can be replaced as your technology changes.

Standard Features

▪ Seats 7 people. Can be expanded with extensions later
▪ Large base with access panels for cable routing and device

storage/mounting
▪ Islands for accommodating electronics/grommets
▪ 36RR section includes a basic desktop rack, 10U with easy
   access
▪ Highly resistant thermowrap surface in many finishes

Op ons

▪ 36B31 31" Bridge
▪ 36BC 8"- 48"Custom Bridge (Cutout charge will apply for each

custom length bridge ordered)
▪ PLM1022 10" - 24" LCD monitor mount
▪ PB Six outlet power bar with 10 . cord
▪ SF-PB3 Surface mounted 3-outlet 120V power bar
▪ CUB3 Round cable well
▪ CUB4 Black-B/Silver-S Power Panel
▪ CUB5 Round cable well
▪ CUB8 Table top cable well
▪ CHGQIW/B Wireless charging sta on white or black
▪ CHGQI-DNGL Dongle Lightning, USB Type-C, Micro-USB
(Requires CHGQIW/B)

▪ MIC-18 MX418 S/C Shure gooseneck microphone
▪ DIR9200-10 10U Rack module
▪ 9031-1/2/3 U lity Vented Metal Shelf
▪ PC CUTOUT Custom cutout for PC. For 36FR base
▪ CUSTOM CUTOUT Cutouts for electronics or other items
specified by the customer
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Finishes
Specifica ons

Model: T3600
Width: 56”
Depth: 8’-5.1”
   36FR - 63.5”

   36RR - 37.75”
Height: 29.13” 

36FR + 36RR Sec ons

36FR Sec on 36RR Sec on
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T3600 FTF Modular Conference Table

36FR Sec on

36FR + 36FR + 36BS4FR
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The T3600 FTF is a modular boat shaped table which allows 
360 degree sea ng, consists of sec ons 36FR + 36FR + 
36BS4FR. Package features islands for accommoda ng your 
electronics, power grommets/cubby's custom cutouts. 
Islands can be replaced as your technology changes.

Standard Features

▪ Seats 10 people. Can be expanded with extensions later
▪ Large base with access panels for cable routing and device

storage/mounting
▪ Islands for accommodating electronics/grommets
▪ Highly resistant thermowrap surface in many finishes

Op ons

▪ PLM1022 10" - 24" LCD monitor mount
▪ PB Six outlet power bar with 10 . cord
▪ SF-PB3 Surface mounted 3-outlet 120V power bar
▪ CUB3 Round cable well
▪ CUB4 Black-B/Silver-S Power Panel
▪ CUB5 Round cable well
▪ CUB8 Table top cable well
▪ MIC-18 MX418 S/C Shure gooseneck microphone
▪ CHGQIW/B Wireless charging sta on white or black
▪ CHGQI-DNGL Dongle Lightning, USB Type-C, Micro-USB
  (Requires CHGQIW/B)
▪ 9031-1/2/3 U lity Vented Metal Shelf
▪ PC CUTOUT Custom cutout for PC. For 36FR base
▪ CUSTOM CUTOUT Cutouts for electronics or other items
specified by the customer

Finishes

Specifica ons

Model: T3600 FTF
Width: 56”
Depth: 10’-7”
   36FR - 63.5”
   36RR - 63.5”
Height: 29.13” 
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T3600-T1 Modular Conference Table

36FR + 36RR + 36B31 + 1x TP800 monitor stand 
(Choice of single, dual or XL display)
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The T3600-T1 table package consists of sec ons 36FR + 
36RR + 36B31 + 1x TP800 monitor stand (Choice of single, 
dual or XL display). Package features islands for 
accommoda ng your electronics, power grommets/cubby's 
custom cutouts. Islands can be replaced as your technology 
changes. Op onal cable bridge is included with sec on 
36RR to pass all wiring through the table and avoid core 
drilling. TP800 stand accommodates a variety of display 
configura ons and 3U of electronics ver cally. Can be built 
without bridge if 360 access is required.

Standard Features

  T3600 Table
▪ Seats 7 people. Can be expanded with extensions later
▪ Large base with access panels for cable routing and device

storage/mounting
▪ Islands for accommodating electronics/grommets
▪ 36RR section includes a basic desktop rack, 10U with easy

access
▪ Highly resistant thermowrap surface in many finishes
▪ Bridge for cable management to room or furniture
TP800 Stand

▪ Choice of TP800-S (Single), TP800-D (Dual) or TP800-XL
(Single XL)

▪ Fixed base monitor stand for single (40"-70"), dual (42"-
70") or XL (65"+) TV's

▪ Camera mount, 3U mounted codec basket, electronics
shelf and a 6 outlet power bar with 10 ft. cord mounted
inside

▪ Cooling fan built-in

Op ons

▪ PLM1022 10" - 24" LCD monitor mount
▪ CBB-TV Under TV camera bracket (26" - 80" TV's)
▪ PB Six outlet power bar with 10 . cord
▪ SF-PB3 Surface mounted 3-outlet 120V power bar
▪ CUB3 Round cable well
▪ CUB4 Black-B/Silver-S Power Panel
▪ CUB5 Round cable well
▪ CUB8 Table top cable well
▪ MIC-18 MX418 S/C Shure Gooseneck microphone
▪ CHGQIW/B Wireless charging sta on white or black
▪ CHGQI-DNGL Dongle Lightning, USB Type-C, Micro-USB
(Requires CHGQIW/B)

▪ 9031-1/2/3 U lity Vented Metal Shelf
▪ DIR9200-10 10U Rack module
▪ PC CUTOUT Custom cutout for PC. For 36FR base
▪ CUSTOM CUTOUT Cutouts for electronics or other items
specified by the customer

Specifica ons
Model: T3600-T1
Width: 56”
Depth: 11’-2.6”

   36FR - 63.5”
   36RR - 37.75”
   36B31 - 31”
   TP800 - 24”

Height: 29.13” 
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T3600-T3 Modular Conference Table

36FR + 36RR + 36B31 + 1x CR3000EX credenza + 
1x Monitor mount (Choice of single-S, dual-D or 

extra large-XL display - not exactly as shown on photo) 
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The T3600 T3 table package consists of sec ons 1x 36FR + 
1x 36RR + 1x 36B31 + 1x CR3000EX + 1x monitor mount 
(Choice of single-S, dual-D or extra large-XL display). 
Package features islands for accommoda ng your 
electronics, power grommets/cubby's custom cutouts. 
Islands can be replaced as your technology changes. 
Op onal cable bridge is included with sec on 36RR to pass 
all wiring through the table and avoid core drilling. 
CR3000EX and mount accommodate a variety of display 
configura ons and 3x 12U of rack space. Can be built 
without bridge if 360 access is required.

Standard Features
 T3600 Table
▪ Seats 7 people. Can be expanded with extensions later
▪ Large base with access panels for cable routing and device

storage/mounting
▪ Islands for accommodating electronics/grommets
▪ 36RR section includes a basic desktop rack, 10U with easy

access
▪ Highly resistant thermowrap surface in many finishes
▪ Bridge for cable management to room or furniture
CR3000EX

▪ 3 bays 12U rack rails 18-3/4" deep (10-32 screws)
▪ Hidden locks and handles on front
▪ Highly resistant thermowrap surf(x) surface in many
finishes to match table
Monitor Mount

▪ Choice of PM2-S (Single), PM2-D (Dual) or PM2-XL (XL)
▪ Camera mount included
Op ons

▪ PLM1022 10" - 24" LCD monitor mount
▪ CBB-TV Under TV camera bracket (26" - 80" TV's)
▪ PB Six outlet power bar with 10 . cord
▪ SF-PB3 Surface mounted 3-outlet 120V power bar
▪ CUB3 Round cable well
▪ CUB4 Black-B/Silver-S Power Panel
▪ CUB5 Round cable well
▪ CUB8 Table top cable well
▪ MIC-18 MX418 S/C Shure gooseneck microphone
▪ CHGQIW/B Wireless charging sta on white or black
▪ CHGQI-DNGL Dongle Lightning, USB Type-C, Micro-USB
(Requires CHGQIW/B)

▪ 9031-1/2/3 U lity Vented Metal Shelf
▪ DIR9200-10 10U Rack module
▪ PC CUTOUT Custom cutout for PC. For 36FR base
▪ CUSTOM CUTOUT Cutouts for electronics or other items
specified by the customer

Specifica ons
Model: T3600-T3
Width: 56”
Depth: 12’-2.8”
   36FR - 63.5”
   36RR - 37.75”
   36B31 - 31”
   CR3000EX - 24”
Height: 29.13” 
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T526 Basic Modular Conference Table Package

526FR + 526RR Sec ons

Finishes

526FR Sec on 526RR Sec on

The T526 Basic is a modular boat shaped table which 
allows 360 degree sea ng, consists of sec ons 526FR + 
526RR. Package features islands for accommoda ng your 
electronics, power grommets/cubby's custom cutouts. 
Islands can be replaced as your technology changes.

Standard Features

▪ Seats 8 people. Can be expanded with extensions.
▪ Large base with access panels for cable routing and device
storage/mounting

▪ Islands for accommodating electronics/grommets
▪ 526RR section includes a basic desktop rack, 10U with
  easy access
▪ Highly resistant thermowrap surface in many finishes

Op ons

▪ PLM1022 10" - 22" LCD monitor mount
▪ PB Six outlet power bar with 10 . cord
▪ SF-PB3 Surface mounted 3-outlet 120V power bar
▪ CUB3 Round cable well
▪ CUB4 Power panel
▪ CUB5 Round cable well
▪ CUB8 Table top cable well
▪ MIC-18 MX418 S/C Shure Gooseneck microphone
▪ 9031-1/2/3 U lity Vented Metal Shelf
▪ DIR9200-10 10U Rack module
▪ PC CUTOUT Custom cutout for PC. For 526FR base.
▪ CUSTOM CUTOUT Cutouts for electronics or other items
specified by the customer
Specifica ons
Model: T526 Basic
Width: 48”
Depth: 8’-8.8”
526FR -67.0”
526RR -37.71”
Height: 29.13”
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T526 FTF Modular Conference Table Package

The T526 FTF is a modular boat shaped table which allows 
360 degree sea ng, consists of sec ons 526FR + 526FR + 
36BS4FR. Package features islands for accommoda ng your 
electronics, power grommets/cubby's custom cutouts. 
Islands can be replaced as your technology changes.

Standard Features

▪ Seats 10 people. Can be expanded with extensions.
▪ Large base with access panels for cable routing and device

storage/mounting
▪ Islands for accommodating electronics/grommets
▪ Highly resistant thermowrap surface in many finishes

Op ons

▪ PLM1022 10" - 22" LCD monitor mount
▪ PB Six outlet power bar with 10 . cord
▪ SF-PB3 Surface mounted 3-outlet 120V power bar
▪ CUB3 Round cable well
▪ CUB4 Power panel
▪ CUB5 Round cable well
▪ CUB8 Table top cable well
▪ MIC-18 MX418 S/C Shure gooseneck microphone
▪ CHGQIW/B Wireless charging sta on white or black
▪ CHGQI-DNGL Dongle Lightning, USB Type-C, Micro-USB.

Requires CHGQIW/B
▪ PC CUTOUT Custom cutout for PC. For 526FR base
▪ CUSTOM CUTOUT Cutouts for electronics or other items
specified by the customer

526FR + 526FR + 36BS4FR

526FR Sec on
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Specifica ons

Model: T526 FTF 
Width: 48” 
Depth: 11’-2”

 526FR - 67.0” 
Height: 29.13”

Finishes



T526 Classic Collabora on Table Package

The T526 Classic table package consists of sec ons 526FR + 
526RW (Choice of single, dual or XL display). 
Package features island for accommoda ng your electronics, 
power grommets/cubby's custom cutouts. Island can be 
replaced as your technology changes. 
Table is designed to pass all wiring through the back and 
base to avoid core drilling. TV mount accommodates a 
variety of display configura ons and 5U of electronics or a 
PC per side.

Standard Features
  T526 Table
▪ Seats 6 people. Can be expanded with extensions.
▪ Large base with access panels for cable routing and device
   storage/mounting
▪ Island for accommodating electronics/grommets
▪ 526RW section includes sideways racks, 5U each with easy 
access
▪ Highly resistant thermowrap surface in many finishes
▪ Choice of S-Single), D-Dual or XL-Single XL TV mount
▪ Video conference camera bracket with height adjust
Op ons
▪ PLM1022 10" - 22" LCD monitor mount
▪ CBB-TV Under TV camera bracket (26" - 80" TV's)
▪ PB Six outlet power bar with 10 . cord
▪ SF-PB3 Surface mounted 3-outlet 120V power bar
▪ CUB3 Round cable well
▪ CUB4 Power panel
▪ CUB5 Round cable well
▪ CUB8 Table top cable well
▪ MIC-18 MX418 S/C Shure Gooseneck microphone
▪ CUSTOM CUTOUT Cutouts for electronics or other items 
specified by the customer

Finishes
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526FR + 526RW 
(Choice of single, dual or XL TV mount)
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Specifica ons
Model: T526 Classic 
Width: 48” 
Depth: 6’-7.7” 
Height: 29.13” 



T526 HR Huddle Room Table Package

The T526 HR table package consists of sec ons 526HR + 
526RW-S (Single display mount). 
Package features 2 grommets and CUB3 for accommoda ng 
your electronics, 110AC and USB power.  Custom cutouts are 
available as an alterna ve.
Table is designed to pass all wiring through the back and 
base to avoid core drilling. TV mount accommodates a 
variety of display configura ons and 5U of electronics or a 
PC per side.

Standard Features
  T526 Table
▪ Seats 3 people. Can be expanded with extensions.
▪ Base for cable routing and device storage/mounting
▪ Grommets and CUB3 power grommet 110v AC+USB 2A.
▪ 526RW section includes sideways racks, 5U each with easy
  access
▪ Highly resistant thermowrap surface in many finishes
▪ Single TV mount
▪ Video conference camera bracket with height adjust 
Op ons
▪ PLM1022 10" - 22" LCD monitor mount
▪ CBB-TV Under TV camera bracket (26" - 80" TV's)
▪ PB Six outlet power bar with 10 . cord
▪ SF-PB3 Surface mounted 3-outlet 120V power bar
▪ CUB3 Round cable well 
▪ CUB4 Power panel
▪ CUB5 Round cable well
▪ CUB8 Table top cable well
▪ MIC-18 MX418 S/C Shure Gooseneck microphone
▪ CUSTOM CUTOUT Cutouts for electronics or other items
  specified by the customer

Finishes

Specifica ons
Model: T526 HR
Width: 48”   
Depth: 3’-6”
Height: 29.13” 
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526FR + 526RW 
(Choice of single, dual or XL TV mount)
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Modular Folding Table System MFT6024
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The Modular Folding Table System MFT6024 is a training 
and conference room solution for both professional and 
private bureaus.
AVFI’s unique design incorporates hardware with an 

Intelligent Folding System that allows the tables to be 
mobile, linked together and easily folded for storage.
Several sizes and shapes are available for modular room 

layouts and configurations, suitable for conference and 
training room areas.

Standard Features
▪ Space-saving table folding system, elegant design, desk 
frame from grey powder coated steel and locking casters 
for mobility.
▪ Highly resistant thermowrap Top surface surf(x)
(Check available finishes).
▪ 2x Power Panels (2x outlet, 2x 2.0A USB) and 2x grommet per 
table, color: Black (MFT6024-2PSTD does not include power).
▪ Steel Leveling Desk Top Connectors.
▪ Ships flat packed.

Options
▪ CUBM3 3 Module Power & Data panel, Black.

- 2 Tamper Resistant AC Outlets.
- 1 Cat 6 port (w/pigtail).
▪ CUBM4 4 Module Power & Data panel, Black.

- 2 Tamper Resistant AC Outlets.
- 1 Cat 6 port (w/pigtail).
- 1 HDMI Port.
▪ PB Six outlet power bar with 10ft. cord

TABLE COMPONENTS AVAILABLE
See configuration page for details and options.

Model: MFT6024
Width: 60”- 84.75”
Depth: 24.75”
Height: 30.75”

Specifications

Finishes:

Other finishes are available. Check website.

MFT6024-2P 2-Person Folding Table
MFT6024-2PSTD 2-Person Standard Folding Table (does not include power)
MFT6024-2PEL 2-Person Folding Table-End Left
MFT6024-2PER 2-Person Folding Table-End Right
MFT6024-3PCL 3-Person Folding Table-Corner Left
MFT6024-3PCR 3-Person Folding Table-Corner Right
MFT6024-3PL 3-Person Folding Table-Left
MFT6024-3PR 3-Person Folding Table-Right
MFT6024-2PW20 2-Person Wedge Folding Table, 20° angle.

MFT6024-2P image shown.

MFT6024-2P connected
side by side MFT6024-2P

Folded

P.1
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Modular Folding Table System MFT6024

TYPICAL CONFIGURATIONS

Note: Allow ± 0.5” on all dimensions 

MFT6024 - Boardroom

Table Components Included:
4x MFT6024-2PSTD

13'-6"

10'-0"

4'-2"

5'-3"

10'-0"

4'-0"

20°

10'-5"

4'-6"

16'-9"

5'-0"

13'-4"

10'-0"

2'-1"

5'-0"

3'-2"

4'-0"

9'-2"

5'-0" 5'-0"

7'-1"

5'-0"

17'-1"

TABLE 
COMPONENTS

MFT6024-2PSTD
60”W x 24”D x 28.25”H

*Chairs are not included

MFT6024 - Learning

Table Components Included:
5x MFT6024-2P

MFT6024-2P
60”W x 24.75”D x 30.75”H

MFT6024-2PW20
63”W x 24”D x 28.25”H

MFT6024-2PEL
84.75”W x 24.75”D x 30.75”H

MFT6024-2PER
84.75”W x 24.75”D x 30.75”H

MFT6024-3PCL
84.75”W x 24.75”D x 30.75”H

MFT6024-3PCR
84.75”W x 24.75”D x 30.75”H

MFT6024-3PL
84.75”W x 24.75”D x 30.75”H

MFT6024-3PR
84.75”W x 24.75”D x 30.75”H

Table Components Included:
8x MFT6024-2P

Table Components Included:
5x MFT6024-2P
1x MFT6024-2PER
1x MFT6024-2PEL

Table Components Included:
6x MFT6024-2P
1x MFT6024-2PW20

Table Components Included:
2x MFT6024-2P
2x MFT6024-3PCL
2x MFT6024-3PCR

9'-2"

14'-2"

5'-0"

7'-1"
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MFT6024 - V-Shape MFT6024 - Square

MFT6024 - Back-to-Back MFT6024 - U-Shape
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FEATURES
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▪ Easy to use, space-saving table folding system.
Steel desk frame is powder coated grey and 
features locking casters for mobility.

OPTIONAL POWER & DATA

▪ CUBM3 3 Module Power & Data panel, Black.
- 2 Tamper Resistant AC Outlets.
- 1 Cat 6 port (w/pigtail).

▪ CUBM4 4 Module Power & Data panel, Black.
- 2 Tamper Resistant AC Outlets.
- 1 Cat 6 port (w/pigtail).
- 1 HDMI Port.

▪ Highly resistant thermowrap Top surface surf(x) (Check available finishes).

▪ Integrated 2x Power Panels (2x outlet, 2x 2.0A USB) and 2x grommet per table, color: Black 
(MFT6024-2PSTD does not include power).

▪ Steel Leveling Desk Top Connectors 
synchronizes firm connections.

▪ Integrated under work surface 
Cable Clamps with slots for cable 
management .

1.866.405.0655

Modular Folding Table System MFT6024
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